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Abstract.  
 

 
Means of implementation Nazi program of exterminating the Jews, which was designed and 

implemented during the Second World War, had an instrument of realization in a concentration camp, 
where prisoners not only of died, but there was organized devaluation of their lives. We talk about it as a 
"model form of government", reasonably elaborate system, in which prisoners should believe, that their 
life has no meaning, and on the other hand they are exposed to "limit situations", that create pressure on 
their survival instinct, and thus affect their behavior. 

  
From world of ever-present death prisoners brought experience, about which many could not and 

others needed to talk. However, they meet with an inability to express this experience. There grow up a 
debate whether the facts are trivializing. The threat of trivializing is seen also in artistic representation.  
 

As one of the options for capture the experience of the Holocaust is mentioned concentration on the 
internal experience of the individual, which can by displayed mainly by art literature, whch is looking for 
new expressive and formal means to "communicate an incommunicable” trauma.  
 

Among the writers of literature, who comes from their own camp experiences is ranked Arnost 
Lustig, in whose work it is also possible to combine some elements with specific experiences of the 
author.  
 

In first proses he dealt with marginal situations, which require the behaviour, which would not be 
unacceptable for them at anothertime. With theme of darkness he is trying to convey the atmosphere of 
straits and anonymity of the Theresienstadt. Already in first proses can be seen infiltration of subjectivity 
of characters in a zone of narrator through various types of narrative utterances. Autor gradually creates a 
style with wide bands with a stream of figures consciousness, because he want to express their intimate 
life.  
 

In “Jewish trilogy“, we observe the transition from personal “ich-form“ to “peripheral narrator“, 
who is approaching to post of “an auctorial  narrator“. In the novel Beautiful green eyes are separated two 
narrative planes. In one narrator use “ich-form“, and in the second he goes to“an auctorial  narrator“. 
Author captures the point of view of more characters too. In this way he create a polyphony of text.  
 

The author's attempt to capture the victims experience of the Holocaust through the feelings of 
individual is also evident from author´s interferences with the just published works. Especially in the Dita 
Saxová, where is representatation of the trauma and despair, which prisoners take away from a 
concentration camp, and in the Dům vrácené ozvěny, where the lives of people were hit by the war. They 
are gradually losing their freedom and their life is concentrated to the efforts to save it. The uthor deals 
mainly with what is happening in the characters: considerations of love and sensuality is blending with 
their war experience. 

 
Author´s interferences with his previous works are accepted critically and labeled as "a dilution" of 

what was aptly expressed in short cut. However, the author´s interferences are guided by author's efforts 
to precisely express the situation in soul of characters and "communicate an incommunicable” trauma of 
people who lived through the Holocaust or who are still experiencing Holocaust. 

 
 

 
 


